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Milling of Cemented Carbides Ernst Weigl, Josef Merkinger Wehrgrabengasse 1-5 A-4400 Steyr Austria [email protected] http://www.profactor.at ABSTRACT. The normal way of machining cemented carbides in its final hardness is grinding and electrical discharge machining (EDM). But these machining methods have decisive disadvantages looking at the production time and therefore the resulting costs. For the machining of difficult geometries in particular, EDM is the only way, which needs additional treating of the surface. But also grindable structures demand an in-processcontrol and a continuous dressing of the tool. Therefore, the industry is looking for an additional machining method without these disadvantages. A possible machining method, which shortens production time and also allows to produce difficult geometries, is milling. Of course, milling of cemented carbides is not as easy as milling of hardened steels. The problem is caused by large carbide particles embedded in a hard and tough basic matrix. Therefore, a tool has to be used, which is, on the one hand, hard enough to cut the matrix or even the carbides and, on the other hand, tough enough to allow the interrupted cut of the milling process. Another important detail is the machine itself. The considerable hardness of both the cemented carbide and the tool itself results in very high cutting forces, which demand a stable concept in relation to the axes and the spindle concept. Including all parameters, an economical milling of cemented carbides is possible. KEY WORDS:
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Introduction



In modern mechanical engineering the demand on the behavior of the applied materials is extremely high. Therefore, more often materials, which have a very high strength and which are very tough or wear-resistant, are used. These materials have excellent characteristics in practical operations concerning hardness, thermal stability and impact strength. But due to these properties, the machining of parts



consisting of these materials like for example cemented carbides is very difficult and expensive. To save costs and to increase the quality of the machined parts there is a general trend towards new machining technologies and high performance cutting materials. New cutting processes, cutting materials and coatings allow an increase in the operation spectrum of the milling technology. The necessary technology parameters are machine characteristics like speed ranges, concentricity and power, but also the damping behavior and stiffness of the bearing system of spindles. Additional factors are the dynamics and stiffness of the whole machine, which have an enormous impact on realizing theoretic approaches. The important tool parameters include on the one hand coatings on cemented carbides consisting of different hard compounds and on the other hand ultra hard materials like PCD-diamond, PCBN (cubic bore nitride), CVD-diamond (as thick layer cutter material, 0.5 mm thickness), mono crystalline diamond as well as cermets and ceramics. The optimized hard milling process often allows the replacement of electronic discharge machining (EDM) and grinding in an economical way. In principle, it has to be said that many different aspects influence the final acceptance of an industrial usable process. Both, the attainable surface quality and the part precision are on the highest level of interest for replacing the EDM or grinding by milling. Another very important factor is the economical efficiency. These terms of condition afford an observation of the whole production process of a part and not only single operations. Most of the time, the economical effect cannot be recognized, because all operations are not recognized belonging to one manufacturing method. There may be several reasons like saving time, number of different operations or even different processes. This time saving can result in saving costs and an increase of the flexibility of producing companies. To make use of these advantages in single partand series production, it is unavoidable to make suitable investigations to proof the mentioned parameters for industrial manufacturing!



2. Considering the pros and cons of EDM and milling For complex workpiece, EDM and milling are the most used processes. EDM has great advantages when the machined part is made of a very hard material with high demands on workpiece geometry. But on the other hand EDM machined parts are very time-consuming, too. Producing electrodes is also a process, which has to be included in this kind of machining as well as finishing operations like polishing, sandblasting or grinding (Figure 1). Thinking of all these expensive technologies everyone can understand that the whole production time consists of much non-EDM work.



Figure 1: typical EDM surface according to [Kön 90] Another important factor is the thermal influence on the edge zone of the machined part. When using EDM this zone is changed into a structure with high residual stress, cracks and pores. To check the influence of milling or rather high speed cutting (HSC) on the part, surface investigations were made at extremely high cutting temperatures (Figure 2).



Figure 2: Milling of Böhler M331 (~13.5% chrome) hardened to 50 HRC, cutting speed 680 m/min and a feed of 0.25 mm/tooth. The cutting temperature is about 800°C As an example Böhler M331, a thermal sensitive steel, was used for these tests. The cutting speed was increased up to 680 m/min at a feed of 0.25 mm/tooth. The chip temperature increased to 800°C which seems to be rather high. In order to cover also conventional parameters in these investigations, a whole matrix of different cutting speeds from 250-680 m/min and feeds from 0.1-0.3 was made [Wei 99]. The first result was that no significant surface heating can be measured right after the machining process. But this is not a proof that there is no influence on the



material at all. Therefore, a micro hardness test was done right on the machined surfaces. The used method was HV3 and the measured hardness was 380 to 386 HV, which is according to the basic hardness of 50 HRC. These results show that there is no hardness difference between the milled surface and the basic material.



Figure 3: polished cross-section with milled surface in the right side Another important factor is the changing of the structure, which was analyzed in the polished cross-section structure pictures (Figure 3). Even these investigations show no damage or changing of the basic structure between 0 and 0.2 mm depth in the edge zone. Therefore, it can be said that apart of the complexity of parts milling has great advantages compared to EDM. Especially looking at cemented carbides there is a big problem using EDM for producing parts. The hard and brittle material is very sensitive concerning residual stresses and micro cracks. For example, EDMed forging hammers only have an endurance 1/10th of ground forging hammers. But grinding is also a very expensive and time intensive technology when parts with small radii and depressions have to be machined. This is an example where changing the manufacturing method to new technologies is necessary.



3. Fundamental tool characteristics for milling cemented carbides In milling silicon carbide particles reinforced aluminium (MMC), the particle size of the used cutting material should be the same size or bigger (Figure 4). But there is also an upper limit because it is not advisable to use mono crystalline tool materials, which would be too brittle for milling hard materials like cemented carbides. Milling of cemented carbides in the final hardness is a technology in its infancy. Similar to milling of MMC the particle sizes of the used cutting material and the cemented carbides should be in similar relation. In this case, the effect of particles being pulled out of the cutting material is more critical than machining aluminium MMC's because the matrix of carbide metal is harder and more compact.



Figure 4:efficiency of PCD Diamond cutting edges with different particle sizes in machining silicon carbide particle reinforced aluminium (20 Vol.% SiC, particle size 10µm). [Deg. 96] The size of the cutting material particles is limited by certain facts. The main aspect is the possibility of EDM to produce the cutting edge. If the non-conductive particles are too big, problems in the EDM process would arise.



4.



Milling of cemented carbides, the process itself



Cemented carbides are being made by a powder metallurgic process containing several prime materials. Through different ingredients and process parameters the



variety of carbide metals is very wide. This is useful to create the right characteristics like toughness, hardness and wear behavior for each application. One of the main facts is that cemented carbides consists of a relative hard matrix material like Cobalt and that it includes more than 80% hard particles consisting of different carbides. The carbide metal, which results from this mixture, is normally being machined by EDM and grinding to reach the final shape. Both of these methods have got decisive disadvantages looking at the production time and therefore, at the resulting costs and also the wear behavior of the machined part (EDM). The only way to machine difficult geometry parts is the EDM process, which requires subsequent finishing operations. But also grindable shapes are complicated to produce if there have to be made shapes by point grinding with high profiling expenditure. As a result of these facts, grinding is not only expensive caused by the lost production time but also the grinding tool itself is expensive if much profiling is required. Therefore, there is much interest in replacing these two production processes by milling. Because of the high hardness of the matrix and the embedded carbides the cutting material has to be very hard. These materials have the disadvantage of high brittleness which arises simultaneously with the hardness. On the other hand, the milling process causes the permanent interrupted cut which demands a certain toughness of the cutting material. These facts determine that the cutting material has to be both tough and hard, which means that the right cutting material should also be a particle reinforced material like PCBN or PCD Diamond.



Figure 5: broken cutting edge caused by to high cutting forces



But also the tool geometry contributes to the success in milling carbide metal. The tool angles influence the relation between cutting forces and normal forces. If the cutting forces get too high in relation to the normal forces, the cutting edge will break or even the whole tool will be destroyed (Figure 5). If the normal forces get too high related to the cutting forces, shell-shaped chipping of the tool edge is arising. The same effect can be noticed if strong vibrations occur in the system during the cutting process. The whole system has to be adjusted to reduce vibrations exerted by the milling process to minimize tool wear. A very effective measure is to use a spindle with hydrostatic bearing with a stiff tool clamping system. In these investigations, a hydrostatic spindle from Plasel Ltd. was used with a speed range of 16000 rpm and a power of 13 kW. The tool clamping system was HSK 50 with shrink shafts to clamp the tool itself. Because of the hydrostatic bearing the spindle has a very good damping characteristic and radial and axial load capacity. For example, a radial force of 250 N causes a deviation of 1µm in this direction.



Figure 6:cutting edge with continuous tool wear and micro breakage It is not advisable to use a spindle with ball bearings. Ball bearings do not only cause problems when damping vibrations like the hydrostatic bearing but also when the milling of carbide metal causes enormous high peaks of the load. Although a very small tool with a diameter of 6 to 10 mm was used the cutting forces exceeded 700 N in axial and 500 N in radial direction in the contact zone. But these forces were not the highest during the investigations. Different geometries caused forces which were 5 to 10 times as high as these values with already optimized tools. These optimized tools had a continuous tool wear behavior on the cutting edge. Only these values show that a very compact and optimized tool shape and a clamping system is necessary.
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Example



As an example these investigations were used to mill forging hammers made of carbide metal for GFM, Steyr (Figure 7). Sometimes these parts have a very complex geometry and this requires high demands on grinding which determines the current production process. EDM is not used for the parts because the surface and also border zone is damaged very badly resulting in a life time of only 1/10th compared to ground parts. The machined surface is free form like and therefore, can be milled cylinder cone



without problems. The carbide metal used for forging hammers is a tougher kind of carbide metal with a matrix hardness of about 67 to 75 HRC. But the investigations also showed that endmills made of carbide metal are millable. Figure 7: forging hammer for automobile industry, GFM Steyr The quality requirements of the surface of forging hammers should not be too high. Too smooth surfaces would cause the forged parts to slip on the hammers, which is a problem in this technology. The result of a milled surface is quite good (Table 1). The cutting tools used had got one or two cutting edges with very stable geometries. Ra [µm]



Rz DIN [µm]



cone lengthwise



1.41



7.9



cone crosswise



1.70



7.6



cylinder lengthwise



0.61



3.6



cylinder crosswise



1.50



10



Table 1: surface quality of a forging hammer machined with milling technology



Ball endmills used normal to the surface have got the characteristic to displace only the material in the center zone caused by the missing cutting speed. Looking at the hard material, both of the mill and the workpiece and the arising forces, this type of geometry is not advisable. Although the mills could be inclined to the surface, a ball tip does not have as constant cutting speeds as a mill with a small corner radius. So in this example endmills with a diameter of about 10 mm and small corner radius of about 1-2 mm inclined to the surface was used (Figure 8). In some cases it would be possible to mill with corner radius tools normal to surfaces but in that case the mill has to be inclined anyway to reach also the deepest points in the shape. Also on flat surfaces there are advantages to incline tools. With this additional expenditure tool wear can be reduced.



Figure 8: nc path generation with the inclined tool
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Conclusion



These investigations and the example show the possibilities of new tools and machines. It must not be looked at certain operations nor even on the whole production process. It is useful to include also the life time or other aspects of the product itself to recognize all pros and cons. Milling of carbide metal is technically attractive and in some cases an economical alternative.
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